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Abstract:
My project investigates Neural Interfacing and assesses its feasibility and usefulness, firstly by
means of an extensive literature survey and then by the selection and implementation of a
particular device (EMG) in a demonstration in the Rhodes Virtual Reality System. The
literature survey and demonstration both show that this technology is feasible, useful and has
current and potential relevance to the computing field, particularly in the area of Virtual
Reality.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

What is Neural Interfacing and how is it useful?

Neural Interfacing is the direct control of computer devices with physical signals. This type of
interfacing allows people to control and access computers by connecting to various devices
that monitor electrical and physical signals such as muscle impulses or skin resistance.

No local in-depth studies of this interesting new research area and its possible applications
have been undertaken. My project aims to investigate this technology and assess its feasibility
and usefulness and to set up some working demonstrations of that interface with the Corgi VR
world.

There are two different types of neural interfacing. [Thomas, 1996] The first involves the
monitoring of brain activities and auxiliary body signals in order to augment or replace current
input peripherals. The second involves tapping signals by placing electrodes internally, for
example directly into the brain. I shall be discussing and reviewing the usefulness of the first
type mainly, the second type being still beyond most current technologies and only currently
used in experiments and in the chronically disabled. Devices can also be divided into two
categories: ‘wet’ implants, meaning that they are embedded inside the human body and ‘dry’
devices (although in reality a lot of them use a conductive gel) that are attached to the outside
of the human body. I shall be looking at ‘dry’ devices.
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Neural Interfacing is also known by many other terms, the most popular being: BrainComputer Interfaces, Biofeedback Systems, Biosensors, Human-Computer Interfacing
(although this one is a more general term) and Biosignal Processing. I chose Neural
Interfacing as all controllable signals originate from the brain which the ‘controller’ for our
bodies (and it got the most useful hits in all online search engines).

There are very few non-fiction books that deal with neural interfacing, but many science
fiction (cyber) books gleefully make use of the terms and assumed technology. Although some
aspects of it have been around for quite a long time they are mostly highly specialized and
mentioned only in medical texts. Sensors have been used for a lot time (since early 1970’s) to
aid the disabled in communicating and controlling their environment, for example, the direct
control of wheelchairs or prostheses. These medical devices mostly use highly specialized,
custom-made hardware.

Computers were not part of this loop until later on, when they became small enough to be
portable (desktop or smaller these days), cheaper, are easily programmable and have the
necessary processing power.

It is not only in the medical field that neural interfacing has made incredible advances. With
the popularity of microcomputers (present in many households now) the refinement of input
devices, (its still not easy to use your computer in the bath or in bed or while knitting) now
receives much attention. This type of interfacing with its intuitive, convenient input method
will be the way of the future. Virtual reality systems in particular will benefit from this
technology.

Most of my research was done online on the World Wide Web where there is a surprising
amount of information on the subject. There are several innovative companies that already
market devices (See Chapter 2, Part 5), software and games and also university and company
(and military) research groups that are looking at this emerging field.

Most devices on the market are very expensive at the moment, which is always true for new
technologies, so I had to often use reviews instead of ordering and testing them myself. I did
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get to test MindDrive’s ski game driven by a GSR (Galvanic Skin Resistance) finger clip at
the Port Elizabeth Computer Fair and also managed to loan a device called an Ergometer from
the Human Movements Studies Department At Rhodes University. I also built a lie detector,
but this met with less success due to its low accuracy (and my dubious electronics skills) and I
instead chose to interface the Ergometer, which uses EMG (Electromyographic) signals, to a
computer and then the Virtual Reality System.

My literature survey begins with an historic look at this field, then goes on to detail the
different categories of signals and devices and their uses, particularly in the virtual reality field
and also with regard to disabled users. They are then compared to other input methods and
lastly, there is a (fairly optimistic) look at possible future innovations. The literature survey is
followed by my initial experiments and then by one final detailed experiment and the analysis
of results from this experiment.
Chapter 2: Related Work
24. A Brief History: from science fiction to reality

The pioneer in the ‘cyber’ fiction field is William Gibson, whose books contain many
references to ‘jacking-in’ to a futuristic Internet and to devices such as Johnny Mnemonic’s
memory upgrade. William Gibson is also famous for being a pioneer in the science fiction
genre called ‘cyberpunk’.
www.spe.sony.com/movies/johnnymnemonic/
assets09rama1f.gif
Cyberspace scene from Johnny Mnemonic,
By ImageWorks from the Sony Pictures Homepage.
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Neuromancer (1984), William Gibson's debut novel, is perhaps the most famous cyberpunk
novel of all the time. It has won three major science fiction awards, and is regarded as one of
the breakthrough novels of the eighties. In Neuromancer, Gibson presented the idea of a global
information network called the Matrix, and the term cyberspace, a virtual reality simulation
with a direct neural feedback.
At the other end of the scale are the Robocop movies where a person is fully integrated with
technology. The first movie to hint at neural interfacing was Forbidden Planet which had
characters hooking up to computers of a lost civilization and experiencing the memories and
feelings of ancient aliens.

Reality is however, far more mundane and practical than science fiction. The workings of the
human brain are still mostly beyond scientists understanding. Scientists at the Alternative
Control Technology and the Department of Neurology at the National Taiwan University
Hospital have been working with EEG (Electroencephalogram) signals for many years now
and are experimenting with using them in combination with neural networks to identify which
signals are particular to tasks. [Thomas, 1996] At the University of Tottori in Japan,
researchers claim to be able to match what word a subject is thinking of with 80% accuracy
using a database of EEG word patterns. Rumour has it that the first words that were
distinguished were ‘cat’ and ‘dog’. [Branwyn, 1998]

Many approaches other than EEG are being tried too. Since 1974, at the Department of
Bioengineering at the University of Utah, Professor Richard Normann’s research group is
working with biocompatible silicon interfaces to provide interfaces with the visual cortex of
the brain for blind people. The interfaces have to be biocompatible otherwise they would be
rejected by the body or begin to form scar tissue. [Thomas, 1996]

Blindness is usually a result of damage to the eyes and not the brain so neural signals are a
good approach. At this university they have managed to allow a completely blind person to
‘see’ a grid of Braille characters by direct neural stimulation of the visual cortex. This allows
them to distinguish Braille characters flashed on this grid faster than they are able to decipher
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Braille characters with their fingertip. Researchers are still a long way away from finding an
adequate replacement for normal vision however. [Branwyn, 1998]

EOG (Electrooculogram) or eye movement sensors have been used by many researchers to
move computer cursors, for example the Biomuse company and this has also been applied
towards helping the disabled. This shall be discussed further in Chapter 2, Part 3.B.3. Hearing
implants have been around since 1979 and there are about 10 000 patients worldwide with
these tiny electrodes which are placed in the cochlear. These compensate for the lack of
cochlear hair cells that turn sound waves into bioelectric impulses in normal ears. Auditory
prosthetics that link directly to the brain are still a long way away however. These people
could, however, be said to be the only current true ‘cyborgs’.[Thomas, 1996]

Functional neuromuscular systems are also in existence that use implanted electrodes to
control movement of prosthesis such as a mechanical elbow or bladder control. The disabled
are the first subjects that benefit from any advances made in this field. Not all neural
interfacing is aimed solely at the disabled however, neural interfaces have the potential to
provide intuitive, natural and ergonomic input methods to conventional systems. The market
potential of new devices is tremendous and in a later section I shall detail the current leaders in
the commercial field and what they have to offer.
Just as current virtual reality systems do not measure up to the movie and fiction depictions of
cyberspace, neural interfacing is still a long way behind the ‘jacking-in’ equipment in Neal
Stephenson’s Snow Crash cyberspace or the recently released film: The Matrix.
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“There are two realities: one that consists of the life we
live every day - and one that lies behind it. One is a
dream. The other is The Matrix.
"Have you ever had a dream, Neo, that you were so sure
was real? What if you were unable to wake from that
dream, Neo? How would you know the difference
between the dream world and the real world?" “
Excerpts from The Matrix (Warner Bros)

http://mw1.movieweb.com/movie/thematrix/co7.jpg
Neo and Trinity from The Matrix,(Warner Bros)
Movieweb page

Although… Yahoo! News : Tuesday 22 June 3:09 AM ET:
Rats Brain Activity Controls Robot, New York, reported in the Nature Neuroscience Journal
by the Duke University Medical Centre.
“Scientists have gotten rats to control a simple robot arm through the acitivity of their brain cells. Six
rats learned at first to press a lever to make the arm move back and forth like a windshield wiper. Then
scientists implanted electrodes in the animals’ brains, to detect the pattern of brain cell activity that
made the animals’ legs press the level. Finally, scientists switched control of the arm to a device that
monitored the rats’ brains and moved the arm when the appropriate brain activity appeared. Four
animals were able to continue controlling the arm in this way.”

The article also reports that this work has tremendous potential for helping paralyzed people
and that paralyzed people have been able to move a computer cursor using their brain waves in
experiments before.
[http://dailynews.yahoo.com/headlines/sc/story.html?s=v/nm/19990624/sc/brains_rats_2.html]

Perhaps we are not as far away as we think…
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2. Neural Interfaces: Different Types and their Uses

There are several different types of neural interfaces, each with their own uses. Some are only
useful for monitoring the current state of the subject, which is still a useful function as their
reaction to stimuli may be observed. Others are more useful for direct control of computer
devices as the subject can voluntarily change them.
Prototype sensing system
developed by Affective
Computing that shows several
of the devices mentioned
below.

www-white.media.mit.edu

/vismod/demos/affect/AC_research/images/sensing_system.jpg

A. Monitoring devices:

1.Heart rate monitors:

The BVP (Blood Volume Pulse) uses photoplethysmography (applying a light source and
measuring the reflected light) to determine the rate of contraction of blood vessels in
extremities. A BVP measures the changes in sympathetic arousal in the body.[Affective
Computing, 1997] Other more direct methods like pulse monitors of the type that hospitals use
can also be used to record heart rate. Heart rate can be used as an indication of excitement or
fear. For example, some people exhibit a quickening pulse when they see a shark or a spider or
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at an exciting part of a movie. Some people can control their heart beat (martial arts masters) to
some extent, but the rarity of this type of control makes this type of monitor useful only to
observe reactions, not actually control devices. Changes in system could still be triggered by
these signals though, for example, pictures in a VR system could change from showing sharks
to dolphins if the heart rate went above a certain level.

2. Respiration monitors:

Respiration sensors can be placed over the diaphragm or sternum of a subject. A large velcro
belt and a small elastic are used, the amount of stretch in the elastic is measured as a voltage
change which indicates the subjects depth and rate of respiration. While breathing can be
controlled, it is not in itself a useful method on control, due to practical considerations, like
eating, talking and not getting breathless while working and playing. It is useful in situations
where a stationery subject is being monitored while observing stimuli.

A typical respiration waveform
reading over 27 min from
Affective computing page.

www-white.media.mit.edu/

vismod/demos/affect/AC_research/images/resp.gif

3. Temperature:

Temperature sensors are probably the least useful monitoring devices as temperature changes
are usually small and completely involuntary. These type of sensors are mainly used for
medical reasons although is in not inconceivable that they could perhaps be used in
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combination with other devices in the future, perhaps popping up a ‘You have a fever’ box on
a desktop.

B. Devices used for direct control:
1. Brainwave monitors:

Also known as EEGs (Electroencephalograms). This type of sensor describes recordings of
voltage fluctuations of the brain that are measured by electrodes attached to the scalp of
subjects. It is believed that the pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex are the sources of EEG
voltages, these nerve cells producing a constantly shifting configuration of electrical activity as
each cell changes poles as the cells are excited or inhibited by the brain. The skull does, of
course, distort these measurements to some degree.
EEG prototype system at work in Jose Millan’s
ABI (Adaptive Brain Interface) Research Group
Laboratory

http://sta.jrc.it/sba/images/eeg.gif

Scientists have spent years studying different waveforms - not a simple matter. The signals
have to be passed through many filters in order for noise to be filtered out and particular
signals isolated. Fourier transforms are used to separate the waves into different types and
isolate them. There are five main different types of waves: alpha, beta, theta, delta and mu
waves. Alpha (frequency 8 – 13 Hz) are strong, but changed by simple actions such as closing
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eyes. They diminish when the subject concentrates on mental tasks. Beta waves (14 – 30 Hz)
are associated with alertness and typically show rapid oscillations with small amplitudes. Theta
waves (4 – 7 Hz) with frustration and disappointment are characterized by moderately low
frequencies and Delta waves (less than 3.5 Hz) result from an extremely low frequency
oscillation that occurs during periods of deep sleep. Mu waves (varying frequencies,
characterized by wicket-shaped waveforms) change with movement or the intention to move.
[Lusted, Knapp 1996]
Alpha waves

Beta waves

Theta waves

Delta waves

Mu waves

(All from Sept 1996 Issue of Scientific American:
www.sciam.com/1096issue/1096lustedbox2.html)
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Alpha and Mu waves are most frequently used in attempts to control computers, although some
do also attempt to make use of Beta waves, as people can learn to change these voluntarily. It
is of particular interest that Mu waves can be changed merely by the intention to move as this
could be used to drive prosthetic limbs and other peripherals without any actual movement
taking place.

Patients at the New York State Department of Health have been trained by researchers,
Jonathon Wolpaw and Dennis MacFarland to move a computer cursor using amplitude shifts in
the Mu waves. Alpha waves can also be used in control; Biomuse (A company specializing in
neural interfacing devices) has devices that can easily detect bursts of alpha wave activity.
They have experimented with connecting these devices to music synthesizers and using them
as YES/NO switches for patients with advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and indeed, have
had success with some patients. [Lusted ,Knapp 1996]

The overall EP (Electric Potential) of the brain can also be used as a primitive form of control
as this increases when subjects are excited by loud noises or flashes or lights and other stimuli.

While there is clearly a lot of potential in this input form, it would be quick, hands-free,
intuitive and of great help to the disabled, there is still a lot of work to be done in this field.
Scientists don’t know exactly how to translate brain waves into meaningful actions or words
and, at the moment, subjects have to be trained specially to perform simple input tasks.

Another problem is that no two people or even the same person twice in a row have the exact
same brain waves when performing the same tasks so there are no ‘standard’ patterns for tasks.
Neural networks and sophisticated pattern-matching techniques such as fuzzy logic are
required to make sense of even transformed, filtered signals. Scientific breakthroughs in signal
translation could make amazing technological advances possible. [Millian 1996]

Another possibility is that, as with all normal input devices such as keyboards and mouses,
people will be trained as opposed to computers doing all the work. The complexity of this task
would be immense however and teaching your computer what you mean with each individual
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wave (and the filtering of waves, analysis and pattern matching) would be incredibly timeconsuming and difficult.

2. Skin Resistance

A GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) sensor measures the skin’s conductance between two
electrodes. These electrodes apply a small safe imperceptible voltage across the skin in order
to measure conductance. This conductance is a function of sweat gland activity and pore size
and varies in each individual according to gender, diet and many other factors. When a subject
is startled or anxious then there is an increase in the skin’s conductance due to increased
activity in the sweat glands. These changes signal the level of arousal of the sympathetic
nervous system. [Affective Computing Group, 1997]

Lie detectors work using GSR signals and some simple games have been developed by
MindDrive that use these sensors. These devices are fairly simple to learn to use, but are
limited due to their simple nature and thus used mostly as binary-type inputs (YES/NO,
left/right). They are often used in combination with EMG and other signals in devices to aid
the disabled and in innovative games hardware.
A graph of Galvanic Skin Response
(GSR) skin conductance over a 27-minute
period during an experiment.

www-white.media.mit.edu/vismod/
demos/affect/AC_research/images/
gsr2.jpg
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3. Corneal-retinal potential

There is a voltage difference between the cornea and the retina, which can be measured using
an EOG (Electrooculogram) as the eyes shift in orientation. [Lusted, Knapp 1996] This signal
can be used as an indicator of eye movement, for example in sleep experiments where rapideye-movement sleep is being measured.

Advances in technology and some innovative experiments have now found a new use for the
EOG. Electrodes can be placed around the eyes and the varying EOG signals can be used to
detect the direction of a subject’s gaze. Horizontal and vertical movements can be
distinguished and fuzzy logic used to determine orientation of gaze. This method is the
cheapest, simplest method of tracking a persons gaze.

A cursor can be reliably moved around the screen using this method. This is of particular
interest to the disabled, as the only movements some of them can make are eye movements.
Programs have been developed that allow them to select letters one by one using only the
direction of their gaze. Another application is having a rotating camera moving in response to
change in direction of gaze in the medical profession to allow for hands-free adjustment during
operations. There is also enormous potential for the usage of EOG’s in virtual reality systems.

4. Muscle impulses

In 1849 Emil Heinrich Du Bois-Reymond first recognized the electrical nature of the human
nervous system by measuring the voltages of the muscles in his arms. Being a dedicated
researcher he also created blisters and found that he could get better signals without skin
present. Using modern silver chloride electrodes we can today reliably detect EMG
(Electromyographic) signals from muscles without having to remove any skin.[Lusted, Knapp
1996]
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An electromyogram of jaw clenching
during an experiment.

www-white.media.mit.edu/

vismod/demos/affect/AC_research/images/emg2.jpg

Since the early 1970’s researchers have been using these signals to drive prosthetic limbs by
sensing muscle contractions as even extremely handicapped people still have some electronic
pulses in their muscles. Handicapped people can select or move letters or objects on computer
screens when connected to EMG devices. EMG devices are not only for use by the disabled
though, they also have tremendous potential as a new intuitive, hands-free input device.

Due to availability of an EMG device, I chose this method of neural interfacing (after attempts
at some other methods) to use to demonstrate the usefulness of biological signals in a virtual
reality system. Later discussions and experiments will detail the measurement and analysis of
EMG signals.
The above types of neural interfacing are the main types and there are some variants. They are
also sometimes used in conjunction with each other to make up compound signals.
3. Current Uses – what is this technology currently used for?

Neural interfacing is currently used in the fields of medicine, physical therapy, music, games
and as an interesting new input device. It is currently most utilized in helping the disabled in
various ways.

As previously discussed, neural implants are being used to help the blind and deaf. EOG
signals have been used to diagnose and train patients with Strabismus, which is a misalignment
of the eyes, causing gaze direction to stray. [Lusted, Knapp 1996]
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Neural interfacing is the only method of communication for some disabled people, particularly
those with neuromuscular disorders and spinal injuries. Some people can only blink or move
the muscles of their faces. These people can use EMG or EOG signals to select letters or move
basic objects on a computer screen. EEG signals also have a lot of promise in this area, but
their complexity makes them difficult to use in this manner and work is continuing in these
areas.

Physical therapists use neural interfacing to monitor and collect biological signals for analysis.
Uses range from monitoring how much progress a recovering muscle is making by monitoring
the EMG signals it causes to checking that back or wrist muscles are not being stressed unduly
by posture (ergonomics). Custom exercise programs with hardware and software equipment
that monitors heart rate and respiration rate and other signals and reports on your progress can
also by found in clinics and on the market (for extremely high prices).

A minor (and novel) use of EEG signals is their translation to MIDI signals, providing a type
of random ‘music of the mind’. Although this is an extremely strange use there is a fair amount
of information about it due to its novelty. It is also a fairly simple way for the disabled to
compose music (by voluntarily varying EEG waves).[See Waverider review, Chapter 2.5]

There are a few games on the market which use GSR signals, working on similar principles as
lie detectors, but controllable. These have met with mixed success, most people being
fascinated, but unwilling to spend the money on something that provides mainly simple binary
(y/n, left/right) signals in fairly simple games. Conventional games have much better graphics
and far more options and allow for better (and far more complex) controls currently. [See The
Other 90% review in Part 5]

Neural interfaces can also be used as an input method, although currently they cannot fully
replace the functionality of a conventional mouse and keyboard. EOG signals can be used to
monitor the alertness of operators and people in occupations that involve long vigils such as
watchmen and guards. EOG signals can also provide instant selection of icons using only
direction of gaze, EMG signals can provide some degree of control, particularly in virtual
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reality systems (see Section 4) and EEG signals would provide the ultimate control (when
scientists unravel their meanings).

4. Virtual Reality – uses and suitability of this input method in VR Systems

Virtual reality makes uses of a very immersive environment, the subject being placed in a
virtual world separated from reality as much as possible. Goggles, gloves and other devices
are usually used as opposed to the cyberspace ‘jacking-in’ equipment seen in popular movies.

A problem with current gloves and other input methods in virtual reality systems is that a
‘selection’ is without defined strength. Was it smashing or touching, a gentle prod or a firm
push? A glove with an EMG would be able to tell and apply this knowledge to the
manipulation of objects in a virtual reality world.

Gestures could also be recognized by analyzing which muscle groups were active during a
motion and mapping this motion onto a virtual figure. Motions such as walking could be
achieved by small ergonomically efficient leg movements.

EOG signals can detect in which direction a person is looking very simply and inexpensively
and this could be useful in virtual worlds. They could provide an idea of where the persons
focus lies by comparing eye measurements given from both eyes instead of just providing a
general direction like VR goggles and polhemus trackers currently do.

Neural interfaces could also allow the handicapped to use VR systems more easily (or at all in
some cases). There is much potential for the use of this technology in VR systems, although
very little work has, as yet, been done in this area at all.

4. Existing Technologies – what is currently available commercially?
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There are many online companies that market or research Neural Interfaces, I have selected the
most publicized companies for mention in this section. Some offer a lot of information, some
very little, but they do give a good idea about what is currently available commercially. Some
focus on the therapeutic and stress-relieving properties, some are medical suppliers and some
are in the games market or are a combination of the three.

IBVA Technologies, INC

IVBA Logo

IBVA stands for Interactive Brainwave Visual Analyzer. The IBVA System consists of both
hardware and software. There are two versions of the hardware. The one-channel version
consists of a headband, one transmitter and one receiver. It provides a cumulative readout of
the brain's left and right hemispheres. The two-channel version has two transmitters, two
receivers, two one-channel headbands and one two-channel headband. This version allows
separate readouts of the left and right brain hemispheres or two people’s brainwaves can be
seen at the same time.
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A volunteer uses the IVBA system

www.ibva.com/IBVAImages/gallery/jim_92.gif

The IBVA System is a bioelectrical interpreter -- its electrodes read the brainwave data and
provide wireless transmission to the receiver plugged into the serial port of a personal
computer. The IBVA software processes the data so the signals can be displayed as either 2D
or 3D graphs on a computer screen. The software also translates brainwaves into digital output
in the form of MIDI music, sounds, digital video, colours and device control.

The main function of the IBVA System is to provide a real-time, 3-D display of brainwave
signals that enables users to see their brain states. Why people would want to do this, other
than medical professionals, on a regular basis puzzles me, but I supposed there must be a
market out there. Indeed, their homepage has some pictures of rock stars and famous people
using this system! The IBVA can also interface with other devices, for example, MIDI devices,
laser disc players, video gear, simulators, CD ROM drives. It doe not provide all the software
you would need to do these though, but says you are free to provide your own.

http://www.ibva.com/IBVAImages/IBVA1ChR.gif

This product has wonderful reviews and appears to be one of the more successful products on
the market, although some of their uses are a bit strange. The strangest use they suggest is
hooking it up to a household plant in order to use as a burglar alarm when the plant is
‘frightened’. Another one is providing a useful warning when the user is drunk or insane. The
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main (sane) uses are entertainment, reduction of stress and psychological therapy. Despite the
frivolous homepage, this company has over 50 companies (including Apple) in their customer
list, over 50 universities and 7 hospitals, many of these companies using the device, but their
own custom-written software.

Their homepage is at: www.ibva.com

BioControl Systems

BioControl Logo

BioControl was founded in 1989 by Dr. Hugh S. Lusted, a neuroscientist from the Stanford
University School of Medicine and Dr. R. Benjamin Knapp, an electrical engineer from
Stanford University. BioControl's mission is to research,
“
develop, and market "biosignal
processing" products that will fundamentally change the way people relate to machines”.
BioControl offers alternative input/output technologies, intelligent interfaces, and advances in
real-time operating systems. BioControl has over 80 licensees worldwide, including NASA,
United Technologies, British Telecom, the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Navy. They are using
BioControl Systems' technology to develop applications in virtual reality, robotics, video
gaming, simulation, and disability aids.
BioControl Systems (BCS) has been developing neural interface technology for various
applications. These development efforts have utilized four different types of bioelectric
signals: Electrooculogram (EOG), Electromyogram (EMG), Electroencephalogram (EEG), and
Electrocrardiogram (EKG), and in order to facilitate the development process BCS created a
general purpose "biocontroller" platform called BioMuse which has 8 biosignal input channels.
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Prototype Hands Free Controller from
bioControl

www.biocontrol.com/hfc65.jpg

Biocontrol Systems have had an article published in Scientific American, October 1996 and
appear to be one of the leading companies in this field, although their WebPages do not
provide a lot of detail, the article is a lot more helpful and I used it as a frequent reference.

Their homepage is at: www.biocontrol.com

Waverider

www.biof.com/GIFS/waverider.GIF

WaveRider is a complete system for reading, processing, displaying and playing the body's
biological signals. It measures and displays any combination of these biosignals: brainwaves,
skin conductance (GSR), muscle tension, and heartbeat. The new, improved software,
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WaveWare 2.3, a friendly Microsoft Windows based program, controls sound cards or MIDIcompatible boards to provide over 100 different sounds. WaveRider has a high degree of userfriendliness. It contains a very broad range of musical choices to use as feedback.
WaveRider uses electrodes to read the body's biological signals, including real-time spectral
analysis of brainwaves, skin conductance (GSR), and heart rate. It digitizes the analog
information and sends it to any PC where the WaveWare 2.3 software processes and displays it
in Windows. In addition to displaying the electrical activity of the brain as bar graphs,
spectrographs, etc., WaveRider can trigger musical displays via a sound card or a MIDI card
connected to an external synthesizer. The software has a high degree of flexibility and userfriendliness.
WaveRider offers packages in the $950 to $3200 price ranges, which is fairly expensive. It is
no wonder that the other companies do not list prices online. Although it pales in comparison
to the cost of an EEG like those used in hospitals ($20 000), these are still large pricetags.

Their homepage is at: www.biof.com/waverider.html

MindMedia

ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/mind_media/mmlogo2.jpg

They offer: 8 channel Biofeedback and Monitoring System (Windows 95) with multimedia
feedback. (CD, Digitized Sound, Voice, Animations) Modalities: EEG, EMG, GSR, RSP,
BVP, TEMP etc.
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Also, a complete 16 channel EEG BrainMapping System for Windows 95. Handheld EMG
Systems for muscle rehabilitation and physiotherapy (like I used in my main experiment), the
same for GSR and temperature and monitoring software.

ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/mind_media/products.jpg

They do not go into any more detail and omit prices as before.

Their homepage can be found at: ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/mind_media/

MOE Products

This company was started by Mike Wilber in 1972 and offers instruments that detect
brainwaves, muscle impulses, GSR and temperature, but not with particular attention to
computers. They do however offer interfacing devices and software as an optional extra with
some of their products, namely with an EEG, EMG or GSR/temperature device for use with
the Game Port of a PC, Apple or Commodore computer. For the EEG, the port will read higher
values with increasing amplitude, or drop to a minimum value when brainwaves are out of the
selected range. For the other units, the reading increases with relaxation. They offer software
for the PC, Apple or Commodore/Atari at $64 each, which means it must relatively simple to
add to their existing devices.
EEG Unit

www.armory.com/~moe/e3csm.jpg
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Their biofeedback instruments do the work of detecting physiological trends, and reporting that
information to the learner. When relaxation control is the goal, the physiological trends of
interest include increasing production of alpha brainwaves, increasing skin temperature,
decreasing muscle tension, decreasing skin conductance (GSR), as well as many other
parameters. For alertness control, beta brainwave production would be increased.

This company has pages and pages of technical specifications and ordering details, with prices
for a change. Their EEGs cost about between $139 and $534, their EMGs (currently out of
stock) $429 and GSR/temperature devices at $272.

Their homepage can be found at: www.armory.com/~moe

J+J Engineering
Company Logo

Since developing its first electromyography in 1971, J&J Engineering has dedicated its
resources to providing clinicians and researchers in a wide range of disciplines with the most
advanced, reliable, and easy to use physiological monitoring and data acquisition systems. This
has resulted in the broad use of its systems in clinics, universities, and research facilities
worldwide including the Mayo Clinic, NASA, Harvard University, and The University of
Edinburgh.

www.jjengineering.com/images/monitor.jpg
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This company focuses on offering excellent technical support, even having an on-site clinical
director. They offer the following products: a 6 Channel System for Physiological Monitoring
and Biofeedback System for Laptop Computers, a 12 Channel System for Digital signal
processing and a 16 Channel System for Physiological Data Acquisition. Each off these
devices have EEG, EMG, heart rate, respiration, temperature, and skin resistance monitors and
software that allows interfacing with PCs.

They do not include prices, but do include much favourable customer feedback and have a nice
form to fill in to get detailed product and ordering information.

Their homepage is at: www.jjengineering.com

The Other90% Technologies

This company has received the most media attention of all the companies reviewed and the
hype about it is very extreme. I saw one of their games and tested it at the Port Elizabeth
Computer Fair too.

Here is what they have to say about their main product, the finger clip that drives the games:
“Our various thoughts and emotions produce bio-electric signals which can be precisely
measured through the skin, at our fingers. Differing mental activities -- remembering,
relaxing, analyzing, positive and negative thoughts, left and right brain functions -- all
generate different bio-electric patterns.”
Using only a small sensor sleeve that fits onto a finger MindDrive detects these signals and
sends them to a PC. A patented MindDrive program then analyzes the unique signal patterns
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and provides an ongoing indication of the type, size, and emotional quality of our thoughts and
then translates them into a myriad of software application commands.
The MindDrive finger sensor measures heart, temperature, blood pulse volume, and something
they call Composite Neural Activity (CNA). No other company, medical or otherwise gives
any mention of this new ‘unique property’. They go on to state how most biofeedback
techniques simply use GSR, but they make use the CNA (which is patented so cannot be fully
described). It measures the following things that normal biofeedback does not: amplitude,
velocity, attenuation, asymmetry, rate of change and absolute measurement of the signals using
sophisticated software.
Essentially, they claim to be able to look at these signals in far greater detail, and gather far
more information than has ever been possible before due to overcoming the following two
obstacles:
A 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 second delay between a human thought and the traditional measurement of
such thought response at the skin; and changes, generated by cognitive volitional thoughts, in
CNA, heart beat, blood pulse volume, and temperature have always been interrupted by
changes in the autonomic nervous system. This is because the job of the autonomic nervous
system is to keep all of the above physiological parameters in balance. Whenever these
parameters are changed by thoughts, the autonomic nervous system immediately attempts to
pull them back into balance.
The patented MindDrive technology is now able to decipher the difference between a
physiological signal generated by a volitional thought (transmitted though the central nervous
system) and a physiological signal that has been changed by the autonomic nervous system.
Recognizing this difference, the MindDrive is able to filter out those changes generated by the
autonomic nervous system, so that we are left with only those signals generated by our
congnitive/volitional thoughts.
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Game advertisement

www.other90.com/new/gif/mdrivesm.gif

The company has chosen Entertainment and Education as the first application categories for
the MindDrive technology. Beyond the basic thought response technologies, the company is
now working on developing multiple simultaneous controls, and is creating an initial mind
vocabulary of six words.

However they do it, this company has had much success and their games work! (I personally
tested one), although they are not particularly thrilling games in any aspect other than novelty
value. If their products could be interfaced in some way to more popular games then they could
be much more successful. Their games do have the distinction of the being the only games that
quadriplegics can play and they have been featured in 11 news stories. They are also
negotiating with Miramax Films to provide technology for interactive films.

Their webpage can be found at: www.other90.com

There are many other companies, particularly lots of pages focussing on instruments for use in
the medical profession and for stress-reduction, but these have been omitted so that
information will not be unnecessarily repeated. The companies here provide an adequate
sampling of what is available online, general trends being toward not mentioning prices and
focussing on what the devices could do as opposed to what they currently are used for and on
the stress-reduction aspect. Although these devices are used mainly by the disabled, only a
few pages even mention this.
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6. Comparison – relating this input method to other methods

There are many different input devices for conventional (and unconventional) computers.
Some are used alone and some in combination with other devices. Some are vital (keyboard)
and some are novel (joystick). Neural Interfaces are very useful for the disabled and other
specialized uses currently, but how well do/would they compare to other normal input devices?

Some people say that voice recognition is the way of the future. Microphones can be on
headsets and any portable and hands-free, but most people overlook some of the obvious
constraints. Many people like to listen to music as they work, are working while on the phone
or require privacy. Voice recognition methods (particularly large sophisticated packages)
require top of the range machines with good processing power to run at reasonable speeds.
Although Neural Interfacing via EEG is still a future technology, it would overcome all the
problems mentioned here, although it would almost definitely require a lot of processing
power. [Wearable Computing Project, MIT Media Laboratory Team, 1998:
www.media.mit.edu/wearables/]

Keyboards and mouses, the good old reliable methods of input, will still be around for a very
long time even if there are sudden major advances in Neural Interfacing. They are
inexpensive, do not require expensive hardware in most cases, and easy to learn. They do
however still have their problems, disabled users are not always able to use them, and they can
cause stress-related injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome and are not ergonomically sound.

I’m sure you have experienced ‘mouse’ shoulder if you are a computer person, particularly if
you like games. Joysticks are also handy, but have the same problems. Hands-free operation
of computers is also the way of the future, leaving people free to drive, build things or even
knit. Neural Interfaces would allow for intuitive, ergonomic (very little/no movement
required) input. It has also been pointed out that while most unusual input devices are rather
fragile, keyboards can be thrown around without serious damage usually.

Another limitation (or perhaps advantage?) of current input devices is that they give no
indication of a users mood. Neural Interfaces of the future could respond or adapt to moods.
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Perhaps filtering software could even allow dyslexics to communicate clearly with computers
without typing errors.

As mentioned in earlier sections, Neural Interfaces still have a long to go before they will be
found on every desktop. They are more likely to be used first mainly for the disabled and in
Virtual Reality systems.

8. A Critical Look at Neural Interfacing – possible problem areas

I have discussed the usefulness and advantages of Neural Interfaces, but have not gone into
some of the problem areas as yet. This section is devoted to future problem and horror stories.

Aside from the obvious problems such as the current lack of scientific understanding of the
decoding of physical signals such as EEG signals, there are also unfortunately many other
problems, some practical and some farfetched (but important to some people).

The quality and reliability of embedded Neural Interfacing, particularly if implants are being
used, will have to be unquestionable. Fatal exceptions and errors might be impossible to
recover from and might cause actual physical harm. If an upgrade requires surgery, frequent
upgrades could upset people. If fuzzy logic and neural networks are being used to decode
signals then top-of-the-range computing power will be required, with no room for bugs and
errors. Devices will also have to be moisture-proof (sweat, coffee) and be able to survive
being dropped and abused, especially the parts of devices that are to be attached to the human
body.

There are also people, called ‘basement neurohackers’ [Branwyn, 1998] who supposedly try to
interface themselves with hardware in their own homes without expertise. There are horrific
stories of people trying to control or experience EEG signals through huge magnetic and
electronic currents applied to their shaved scalps or even using stainless steel nails embedded
into their skulls. Some of these people, of dubious sanity and expertise, have actually had
some minor successes and been hired by companies.
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One case was an experiment where a volunteer had brainwaves recorded using a homemade
device (Yes, you can get circuit diagrams for an EEG, they are just very complex) and another
person had them somehow played back and they experienced some of what the first person had
recorded (the directions from which light had been shined on the person). I expect there will
always be some people who will try things like this and be thought insane at the time, but
applauded by future generations, so I guess I shouldn’t be too quick to judge their methods or
sanity.

Another area of concern is moral and ethical objections to interfacing. [Thomas, 1996] There
are people who say that nobody is disabled, merely ‘differently-abled’ and that these people do
not have handicaps, but merely different talents and should not be helped artificially. For
example, cochlear implants can greatly help some deaf people, but would remove them from
the support of the deaf culture, which has, without these implants, adapted to life in many
ways.

In the case of deafness they might have a point, but I think that options should never be denied
to people. In the case of blindness, would a person ever choose to not be able to see? I cannot
really relate to these issues, not being handicapped in any way and having no handicapped
friends or family members. What about cases where a person is so handicapped that a
computer-interface is their only method of communication with the world? Could computerinterfaces be denied to them on moral and ethical grounds then? Paraplegics and those with
degenerative nerve disorders cannot be denied basic communication.

There are even more objections to interfacing people who are not disabled. Getting medical
professionals to help turn people into ‘cyborgs’ would be extremely difficult as they are
already healthy so any surgery would be an unnecessary risk. The same debates that rages in
the cosmetic surgery field applies to this field too and the risk would probably be greater in this
field.

Another aspect involves the field of psychology. The psychological and social effects of
adding hardware to human beings have not been extensively studied. Psychologists also have
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a few theories as to why normal people would want to become ‘cyborgs’ none of them at all
complimentary.

All emerging technologies have their initial problems and Neural Interfacing is no exception.
Problems will have to be dealt with practically as they arise in practical sane ways.

8.The Future

The future could see fully functional replacements for the mouse and keyboard which allow
people to ergonomically and intuitively interface with computers. Perhaps one day we shall be
able to simply ‘jack-in’ to the Internet and experience a fully realistic environment similar to
that of science fiction movies, navigating VR worlds without moving a muscle using
brainwave signals. These could also allow quadriplegics to walk around virtual worlds, the
ultimate equalizer for the disabled as most disabled people merely have damaged ‘peripherals’
and perfectly functioning minds.

A scene from the film The Matrix
(Warner Bros)

www.movieweb.com/movie/thematrix/
co2.jpg
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As one of the ‘Internet Generation’ (“And there we were all in one place, a generation lost in
cyberspace”) I am eager to see the advent of a cyberspace environment like those in popular
movies and fiction, but not very interested in having devices implanted inside my body. If
some people want to label me a technoslave then I won’t object, as long as they let me read my
email in peace…

9. Summary

The field of neural interfacing is still extremely new. The potential of this technology is
tremendous for use in many fields: medical, games, virtual reality and for normal use.
There are many different types of devices of varying usefulness, each with their own uses.
Many companies already market this technology and many research groups are looking into
finding new and innovative uses for it. This technology still has its problems and difficulties to
overcome, but the future looks very bright for it indeed.

Chapter 3: Exploring Neural Interfacing Techniques

Finding devices that read biological signals presented quite a challenge. Most Neural
Interfacing devices are very expensive, EEGs prohibitively so. Many are also not commonly
used, especially in South Africa, like EOGs. The circuit diagrams for a simple EEG and a lie
detector (GSR) are available from an electronics magazine and an online electronics database.
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25. Lie-detector – not as simple as it sounded

I managed to find a simple circuit diagram online at
www.execulink.com/%7Ecake/circuits/lie.html. My electronics skills are, to put it politely,
dubious, but I managed to build this circuit.

Circuit diagram

Was at: www.execulink.com/%7Ecake/circuits/lie.html
- url now vanished.

The main problems with this circuit were:
26. Low accuracy – it did not produce any consistent results.
27. Lack on control over output – test users could not make it vary at will
28. Unstable – it had to be frequently reset and fiddled with.

These were due to the circuit not being soldered firmly in place; it was set up on a breadboard
for test purposes, primitive input method and the output analysis method. I did not solder it, as
I wanted to test it first to see how controllable the output was. This proved so erratic as to
make me look for another device to use instead. The input method was taping wires to a test
users hand, which was also not very satisfactory, but the best I could find. The output was read
by a Digital Pocket Voltmeter, as I did not want to spend time interfacing a device that would
not be useful to a computer. This circuit and method (Skin Resistance) was rejected as a
satisfactory method of control. MindDrive (See Chapter 2, Part 5) has had much success with
this type of device using a finger clip, but I could not see a way to make my circuit perform in
the manner their devices do.
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After spending a lot of time and running back and forth to the Electronic Services Department
for components and asking many of my friends with electronics expertise to help, I eventually
concluded that this experiment was unsuitable. I did learn a lot about what electronics and
what sort of device I was actually looking for however.

2. Other Experiments – discussion of other options

I found old issues of Byte Magazine (June 1988 and July 1988) which had the only EEG circuit
diagrams I could find. The two-part article is called: Computers on the Brain and is by Steven
Ciarcia.

Partial circuit from Byte magazine
mentioned above

The circuits were definitely beyond by electronics skills however so I looked for some simpler
circuits. A novel idea was the Valentines Day special article: The Love Finder in an issue of
Electronics Today. It used skin temperature though, so would not be much use as this cannot
be voluntarily changed.
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Circuit from ‘The Love
Finder” from Electronics
Today

It worked solely on how nervous or hot the person was. (Not how ‘hot’) so was also rejected
in favour of the EMG. I did learn a lot about electronics and constructing and soldering
circuits from my experiments and I did know a lot more about what I finally wanted. Here is
one of my favourite quotes:
“I haven't failed. I've found 10 000 ways that don't work.” - Thomas Edison

3. Final Selection – why the EMG was chosen

I finally settled on an EMG borrowed from the Human Movement Studies Department at
Rhodes University because it was pre-constructed and simple to use and provided a good
controllable signal to interface with a computer. Chapters 4 and 5 detail the workings and my
main experiment with the EMG device.
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Chapter 4: EMG

EMG stands for Electromyogram or Electromyographic Device. The EMG device that I used
is called the: Pocket Ergometer™ (Model Number PE103) from the Biomechanics
Corporation of America. Its purpose is “to provide an individual with instantaneous feedback
of muscle tension levels.” (Instruction Manual)

Instruction Manual cover for EMG
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Physiological Basis - how do EMG’s work?

Muscle groups are composed of motor units, each of which is composed of many muscle fibres
bound together by connection tissue, acting as a group. The fibres contract at the same time
because they are stimulated by a single axon firing in the brain or spinal cord. Some muscles
have many fibres (back) and some only a few (fingers). When a nerve impulse fires then a
muscle contracts, causing an electrical discharge.

The scientific name for the electrical activity is ‘aggregate motor unit myopotential activity’
also known as electromyographic (EMG) activity. EMG activity is usually measured in
microvolts and can be detected by placing electrodes at muscle sites on the skin surface. The
EMG levels are a function of the number of motor units firing near the electrodes and the rate
of discharge. Since the muscular tension is proportional to the electrical activity of the motor
units firing, the EMG proves a direct reading of muscles contracting or relaxing.

Placement of Electrodes, pg 10 of EMG
Manual

Biofeedback is the process of monitoring and displaying ongoing activity such that the patient
may respond in order to correct or enforce certain behaviours. The EMG device is intended to
help users determine the best and least stressful working environments and postures in
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factories and offices by alerting them with loud beeping noises which vary according to how
much stress a muscle is under. It has a belt clip in order to be portable.

I used this device in combination to interface with a computer, allowing the users to tense
muscles in order to control certain actions and selections.
Chapter 5: Implementing the EMG:

The next step was the interface the EMG to a computer such that a user could control the
output by tensing their muscles as input.

1. Interfacing with PC - soldering and stuff

The earphone socket of the EMG is connected to a computer parallel port using a cable and
connector. I soldered the cable to pins 4 and 18 of the parallel port cable link.

Pin 18 is a ground and pin 4 is the ‘paper out’ pin, some others were tested, but pin 4 was the
only one that works properly for this particular purpose. To learn a little about controlling the
parallel port I also connected a tri-state LED to the port and made it change colours when a key
was pressed.
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Input with electrodes connect to (3) in the diagram and
output interfaced to computer via (1)

From pg 5 of the EMG Manual

Usually the earphone output signal is sent to some sort of speaker as a voltage, which the
speaker turns in a tone. I used this voltage to directly interface with the parallel port instead.
My program analyses the voltage and reports it as numerical output on a computer screen.

29. Analysis of Signal – the code

The first demo was written in Pascal (with some help from Bryan Kilian – particularly with the
assembler bits) and ran under DOS. This demo would switch between a big green YES and a
big red NO when a person tensed their muscles while wearing the electrodes. The code for this
demo can be found in Appendix B. Since the VR system runs under linux, the final code to be
integrated into the VR system did not have to run under windows so an attempt at a Windows
demo was put aside in favour of making a simple second demo that ran on my linux box:
sigil.cs.ru.ac.za

The second demo ran at the linux (Redhat 5.2 then Redhat 6.0) prompt and merely printed the
increasing and decreasing values at the command line. The initial code is very simple so it
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shall be reproduced here instead of in the appendices, also giving me a chance to discuss some
of the standard C++ library functions that I used.

//the following libraries were included:
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The two important standard linux functions are:

Ioperm: int ioperm(unsigned long from, unsigned long num, int turn_on);
sets the port access permission bits for the process for num bytes starting from
port address from to the value turn_on. The use of ioperm requires root privileges.
I used: ioperm(0x379,1,1); which sets the port permissions for the port address 0x379 for
one byte on.

Inb which allows input to be read from the specified port. I used inb(0x379); which gets a byte
from this port address from the parallel port.
(The program has to be compiled with the –O flag (optimization) under linux or it will not
substitute the proper macros and fails with lots of confusing errors.)

Here is some sample output from this program:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
64
64
130
62
126
69
110
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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//The readings in the centre show what happens when a test user tenses

A point worth noting is that this demo will produce spurious output if the input and output
cords are touching or if there are speakers or electrical cords against either. Users must be
careful that there is nothing interfering with either signal.

30. Integration into VR System – my demo

My second demo was integrated into the Rhodes University Virtual Reality System, the code
in Section 2 becoming part of the input libraries (see Appendix A for the code). This was
tested by adding a simple object to a VR demo and having it change angles according to how
much the person tensed their muscles.

I decided that the final demo would consist of an arrangement of objects, in this case letters
around a central viewpoint (Rather like standing in the middle of Stonehenge). The viewer
rotates slowly, allowing the user to face each letter one at a time, allowing time for the user to
tense to select a particular letter. These letters are then saved to an array. Ten letters were used,
the user having to select letters to spell: HELLOWORLD. Users were also timed and filled in a
questionnaire. The code for this demo is in Appendix C.

I chose this as a demo because it tests the users co-ordination and selection abilities while they
are using the EMG. (The choice of HELLOWORLD as the word to be spelt is traditional and
befitting a new input device.)

Here are screen shots of my demo in action:
The viewer sees the letters moving past one by one.
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The W is selected by the test user.

Users were attached to the electrodes (I attached them to the lower arm so none had to remove
shirts or jerseys), a brief check was made to see if viable output was being produced (if not
then I tried to fix this and if I failed then they were not used as subjects), a brief explanation of
how to select letters was given then the demo was run.
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Chapter 6: Results
31. Test Subjects - my ‘victims’ and their tasks

I made a questionnaire for my subjects to answer, including all the questions I thought were
relevant toward testing a new input method. Below is my questionnaire. The first section is for
the subjects to fill in. I intend to measure the subjects initial reactions to this new input method,
as well as their general reaction after having tested the device, how useful they found it and
how well they could use it.
Questionnaire for Neural Interfacing Demo:
This section filled in before the demo:
Name:

Sex:

Age:

Occupation:

Please rate your familiarity with computers on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being clueless and 10 being highly
competent by circling the appropriate number:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Are you nervous about used as a test subject for this demo?
32. - Nervous
33. - Feel Neutral
34. - Relaxed
This section filled in after the demo:
How did you feel about the electrodes? Please circle the appropriate number(s):
1 - nervous
35. - puzzled
36. - indifferent
Did you find the electrodes:
37. - very uncomfortable and encumbering
38. - slightly uncomfortable
39. - they did not bother me
How easy did you find it to select the letters?
40. - very easy
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41.
42.
43.
44.

- easy
- of medium difficulty
- difficult
- very difficult

How do you rate this input method?
45. - its simple and intuitive
46. - of medium difficulty
47. - its difficult to use and unnatural
Do you think that this device has potential as an input device? Please circle all that apply:
48.
49.
50.
51.

- for games
- for the Virtual Reality System
- for the disabled
- for everyday use

Any other comments you would like to make?

For tester to fill in:
How quickly the subject understood how the demo required him/her to select letters?
1 - immediately
52. - some explanation was required
53. - extensive explanation was required
How nervous did they look?
54. - very relaxed
55. - calm
56. - neutral
57. - nervous
58. - terrified
How long did they take to complete the demo? Seconds:
How many rotations did they turn before completing demo? Number:
How many wrong letters did they select? Number:
Did they successfully select the consecutive letters?
Tick appropriate one:
LO
RLD
Any other comments:
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I had 14 volunteers test my demo and their results are discussed in the next section.

59. Results – analysis of results and survey

Here are the numerical results:
No. Age: Occupation: Expertise with computers on an increasing scale of 1 to 10:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

20
23
24
23
21
22
24
21

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

8
9
10
7
8
9
10
1

Nervous about used as a test subject for this demo?
60. - Nervous
(8)
61. - Feel Neutral (1,2,3,4)
62. - Relaxed
(5,6,7)
How did you they feel about the electrodes?
63. - nervous
(none)
64. - puzzled
(4,7)
65. - indifferent
(1,2,3,5,6,8)
Did they find the electrodes:
66. - very uncomfortable and encumbering (none)
67. - slightly uncomfortable
(1,4,6)
68. - they did not bother me
(2,3,5,7,8)
How easy did they find it to select the letters?
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

- very easy
(none)
- easy
(1,3)
- of medium difficulty (2,6,8)
- difficult
(4,5,7)
- very difficult
(none)

How did they rate this input method?
74. - its simple and intuitive
(1,3,7)
75. - of medium difficulty
(2,4,5,8)
76. - its difficult to use and unnatural (6)
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Do you think that this device has potential as an input device? Please circle all that apply:
77.
78.
79.
80.

- for games
(1,2,4,5,7,8)
- for the Virtual Reality System (1,2,3,4,5,6,8)
- for the disabled
(1,2,3,4,5,6,8)
- for everyday use
(1,7)

Any other comments you would like to make?
Subject number 7 said the following:
If the selection process was easier ie. Did not have to be so hard (more sensitive), it could be a really sucessful
input method – You could also implement a system that did fixed things depending on what was required.
How quickly the subject understood how the demo required him/her to select letters?
81. - immediately
(none)
82. - some explanation was required
(1,2,3,4,5,6,8)
83. - extensive explanation was required (none)
How nervous did they look?
84. - very relaxed (none)
85. – calm
(3)
86. – neutral
(1,4,5,6)
87. – nervous
(2,7,8)
88. – terrified
(none)
No. How long did they take? No. of rotations? Wrong letters? LO RLD?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 min 44 seconds
1 min 35 seconds
2 min 04 seconds
1 min 38 seconds
2 min 02 seconds
1 min 37 seconds
2 min 03 seconds
1 min 45 seconds

3
3
4
3
4
3
4
3

1
2
3
0
5
0
1
0

Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

I tested 14 people, but had my demo would only work for 8 of them. Some of the people it
didn’t work for tried several times, but no viable readings could be obtained from them. I
investigated this at length; by checking the electrodes, the connections, the proximity of other
electrical devices and whether or not everything was sufficiently grounded; but I have no idea
why it just would not work for them. It worked very well for 8 people though so I have the
results of 8 subjects for analysis.

All the subjects were between the ages of 20 and 24, all were students, and fairly to extremely
proficient with computers except for one who rated herself as ‘clueless’. She did better than
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some of the highly proficient subjects however, showing that previous exposure to computers
did not mean too much in this demo as nobody had ever used any input devices of this type
before. More subjects without any computer experience would be needed to fully confirm this
though..

4 of the subjects said they were relaxed initially, 3 felt neutral and 1 was nervous. I also rated
their apparent nervousness myself and my values correlated well in most cases, except I
thought some of them looked a bit more nervous than they were willing to admit. Rating their
nervousness at this new technology is a measure to access the public acceptance of neural
interfacing.
All of the subjects required some explanation as to how to operate the device, which is
expected, as they had never used anything like it before. None, however, required extensive
explanation. This shows that, although they had never seen anything like it before, people
found it fairly intuitive to use.

None of the subjects found the electrodes very uncomfortable and only three of them found
them slightly uncomfortable. These electrodes were not ideal, being rather old and were
sometimes hard to attach (particularly to people with hairy arms). Two people were initially
puzzled by them, none nervous and the rest indifferent toward them. I expected people to be
more nervous and find them less comfortable, but it appears that they did not have that effect at
all. I think people usually think of scarier devices when they think of the word ‘electrode’ and
were perhaps relieved to see that they were merely simple sticky metal pads with clips.

Nobody found it very easy to select the letters, two people found it easy, three found it of
medium difficulty and three difficult. Some people had to tense a lot to select letters and
complained of stiff arms afterwards, perhaps because the electrodes did not secure well to
some people, some due to hairy arms. Nobody found it very difficult, which indicates that this
device is not impossibly hard or unnatural to use.

When asked to rate this input method, three people said it was simple and intuitive, four said it
was of medium difficulty and one said it was difficult and unnatural to use. This shows that
most people would be fairly willing to accept neural interfacing as a new input method.
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6 people thought the technology had potential for games, 7 people for use in the Virtual Reality
system, 7 for the disabled and 2 for everyday use. This shows that people related more to it as
a novel input device than something for normal use.

Times taken ranged between 1 min 35 seconds and 2 min 4 seconds and 5 people took 3
rotations of the letters to select the 10 correct letters, the rest taking 4. Three people didn’t
wrongly select any letters, two selected one wrong letter, one person 2, one person 3 and one
person 5. 5 people managed to correctly select the LO in HELLO which were arranged to
appear consecutively correctly and all managed to correctly select the RLD for WORLD which
were arranged consecutively. This shows that they were more accustomed to the system near
the end of the demo. One person also managed to select the LL in HELLO using the same L,
which I didn’t think was possible, perhaps they had usually fast reflexes.

I composed a value called ‘ability’ which consists of a composite of the time they took (1 for
>2 min, 2 for average, 3 for <1.45), the rotations (1 mark for 4, 2 for 3 rotations), wrong letters
(0 or 1 wrong get 3 points, 2 or 3 get 2 and 4 or 5 get 1) and whether or not they got the LO (1
point) and RLD(1 point) combinations. (And a bonus mark for the person that got L twice from
the same letter). Here are the ‘ability’ ratings I gave the subjects:
No. Time

Rotations Wrong letters

LO RLD

Bonus Total

/2

1

3

2

3

1

1

0

10

5

2

3

2

2

1

1

1

10

5

3

1

1

2

0

1

0

5

2.5

4

3

2

3

0

1

0

9

4.5

5

1

1

1

0

1

0

4

2

6

1

2

3

1

1

0

8

4

7

3

1

3

1

1

0

8

4

8

2

2

3

1

1

0

8

4
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Here are their ability ratings plotted against some ratings of interest:
Comfort, easy and ability shown on a 3D bar graph







 





The subjects ease rating (How easy they found the equipment to use) has a fairly good
correlation with their ability scores. This they filled in after the demo. Only subject 5 is an
anomaly is this respect, having a higher ease score than ability score. The first two subjects
also have fairly low ease scores in comparison to their ability scores, but in general, ease
scores are fairly similar to ability scores.
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The above graph shows correlations between the 5 attributes I looked at. Ease and ability
appear to have the best correlation, nervousness not having a good correlation with any of the
other attributes. The others relate in minor ways. Attributes that both show increases at the
same points and have similar mathematical formulae can be said to ‘correlate’. This means
that the attributes depend on similar factors and are related in some way.

Most of the subjects were less nervous than I expected them to be, most were in fact fairly at
ease with the electrodes and demonstration in general. They did not require extensive
explanations as to how to select letters, showing that they did find the interfacing method fairly
intuitive. Most found it fairly simple to use, although some did experience a little difficulty
with tensing, showing that most of them found it fairly natural.

They were, in general, fairly optimistic as to its use in the four fields mentioned, none rating it
as completely useless and many as useful in at least 3 fields.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
Analysis of results – how useful is it really?

My project aim was to investigate an emerging technology, Neural Interfacing and assess its
feasibility, usefulness and availability. The first chapter defined Neural Interfacing, briefly
discussed its function and outlined the further chapters.

In my extensive literature survey I have discussed the history of this field, what is currently
and potentially available and what it can be used for. A comparison between this input method
and others was also made and a critical look at the future taken. I am confident that my
literature survey demonstrates that this technology will have great impact of the future of
computing. Many companies, research laboratories and hospitals have begun to make use of
this technology and it has been applied to solve problems in many fields, especially the
medical, games and physical therapy fields. It will prove to be very useful in the Virtual
Reality field and also as an interesting new ergonomic input device.
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I explored different approaches to finding an actual practical example device to interface with
the Virtual Reality System to perform tests, finally deciding to use an EMG. This was then
implemented and integrated into the VR System. Finally, a demonstration with test subjects
was performed.

The demonstration shows that this technology has promise, even though only a fairly crude
prototype was used. Further experiments after extensive debugging would yield better results
in general. I am satisfied that the current results do demonstrate the viability and potential of
neural interfacing and that further developments can only improve on these results.

The literature survey and demonstration both show that this technology is feasible, useful and
has current and potential relevance to the computing field, particularly in the area of Virtual
Reality.

There are numerous possible extensions to my project, including the construction of more
advanced and sensitive sensors, improved analysis and interpretation of their output and new
ways to use the results in simple control and VR worlds. Applications to specific problems,
such as a reliable way for quadriplegics to communicate with the world or a physiotherapy
monitoring system, could be developed. A GUI (possibly web-based) that handles the input
from any sensor could be created that allows for easy signal manipulation and calibration. No
studies have been done on the social and psychological effects of neural interfacing as yet.
There are many moral and ethical objections to consider.
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3. B. Code for vrergoinputdevice.cc
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91. Glossary

ABI - Adaptive Brain Interface – Another term for a Neural Interface
BVP – Blood Volume Pulse – See Section B.2.A.1
EEG – Electroencephalogram – measures brain waves – See Section B.2.B.1
EOG – Electrooculogram – measures eye movement – See Section B.2.B.3
EMG – Electromyogram – measures muscle impulses – See Section B.2.B.4 and D
GSR – Galvanic Skin Resistance – See Section B.2.B.2
VR – Virtual Reality – See Section B.4 for Uses of Neural Interfacing in VR and
Sections E, F and G for my demo under the VR System its results.
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